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Indonesian coal production has increased in recent years, 
currently making the country the world’s largest exporter of 
thermal coal and the third largest exporter of steaming coal.

Demand is expected to be increased further by domestic power 
plants. Coal for power generation accounts for more than 60 
percent of Indonesia’s total coal consumption, and Indonesian 
major coal producers are all forecast to produce more coal this 
year, according to reports from Reuters. Worldwide demand for 
power is growing: Indonesia, India, China, South Africa, Vietnam 
are examples of countries whose power consumption is expected 
to grow rapidly.

Indonesian company PT Berau Coal, the fifth largest coal 
exporter in the country, is planning to significantly increase 
its coal production. Established in 1983, PT Berau Coal has its 
production site in the Berau area, East Kalimantan, within the 
concession awarded to the company by the Government of 
Indonesia. The concession area covers approximately 1,200 square 
kilometers, and production is divided into three main areas (Lati, 
Binungan and Sanbarata), while exploration in the Kelai and 
Punan areas is still progressing. 

The total coal production, apart from the portion dedicated 
to the internal consumption, is commercialized and exported 
to countries such as Chile, China, India and Japan, just to name 
a few. Berau plans to boost its coal production passing from the 
current annual volume of 15 million tons up to 30 million tons, 
over the course of around five years from mid-2011. 

In order to support and guarantee the future expansion of 
its annual throughput, PT Berau Coal has requested Coeclerici 
Logistics to design a tailor-made offshore transshipment solution 
for loading coal into ocean going vessels (OGV). 

The solution Coeclerici proposed to PT Berau is a floating 
transfer station (FTS). The FTS is conceptualized and designed by 
Coeclerici Logistics, and patented in various countries including 
Indonesia. The FTS solution results in better stability, therefore 
enabling the facility to operate in more adverse weather conditions. 

Coeclerici Logistics’ investment is estimated to be in the 
range of €20 million. The contract, signed in December 2009, 
has further strengthened Coeclerici Logistics’ presence in 
Indonesia and reconfirms the company as a key provider of off-
shore logistics services to the major Indonesian coal producers.  

The floating solution: offshore 
transshipment stations for loading coal
Coeclerici Logistics’ floating transfer stations are reinforcing the 
operations of major Indonesian coal producers
Capt. Giordano Scotto d’Aniello, Head of Commercial Department, Coeclerici Logistics, Milan, Italy

a rendering of the new FTS currently being manufactured for PT Berau.
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The contract provides for a minimum guaranteed quantity of 
about 40 million mt during its ten years duration. The FTS will 
be able to perform a loading rate in excess of 30,000mt per day.

FTS specification 
The FTS – presently under construction in China – is a non-
propelled barge of approximately 11,000 DWT, duly designed 
to smoothly perform coal transloading while in operation at its 
Muara Pantai anchorage. 

The FTS is equipped with two heavy-duty cranes and two 
swiveling ship-loaders, along with a combination of hoppers and 
conveyors. European manufacturers will supply the whole of the 
handling system, as well as the main equipment. Accommodation 
will be structural, and include the cargo control room and the 
crew living spaces.

The FTS is designed with a minimum air draft of 18.5m at 
maximum draft, making it able to transship an average of 
1,200t/h net in standard conditions (with a peak of 1,500t/h) 
from barges to OGV, up to cape-size vessels with a maximum 
beam of 45m and maximum DWT of 180,000. Its main 
provisional dimensions are as per Table 1.

Main equipment
Two heavy-duty cranes of 30 tons SWL will be installed on the 
vessel starboard side towards amidship, in order to guarantee the 
optimization of the barge/FTS cycle. The system is furnished 
with grabs for coal of between 19.7m3 and 22m3, as well as:

•  Two duly designed hoppers with belt-feeders

•  A belt conveyor system, designed to handle 2,000t/h of coal

•  Two ship-loaders with swiveling trimming spouts.

The FTS is environmentally friendly and designed to meet 
the requirements of international classification societies such as 
IMO, MARPOL (SOPEP), IOPP, ISPP, IAPP; as well as local 
regulations and Coeclerici’s own standards. 

Coal spillage and pollution are prevented by the following 
devices:

1.  Duly designed hoppers: larger hoppers facilitate the 
operation of the crane driver. Hoppers are provided with anti-
spillage plates so that the cargo spillage, if any, is collected inside 
the hoppers instead of falling into the sea.

2. Grabs equipped with dust cover plates.

3.  Closed conveyor belts: all belts and the loading boom are 
covered to avoid windborne dust and are kept clean by means 
of scrapers.

4.  High-efficiency diesel generators: the internal combustion 
engines of the auxiliary generators are of high fuel efficiency 
type, thus minimizing emissions.

5.  Sewage system: the sewage treatment unit is in accordance 
with Class Rules.Hoppers designed with anti-spillage plates prevent coal falling into the sea.

 
Criteria Value

LOa: 97.00m

Breadth (molded): 32.26m

Depth (molded): 7.50m

Draught (designed): 5.80m

Deadweight at designed draught: approx. 11,000 t

Table 1: Main provisional diMensions of CoeCleriCi 
floaTing Transfer sTaTion

all conveyors and the loading boom are covered to shield coal from the wind.

The grabs are equipped with dust cover plates.
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Operation description
Coal is grabbed from Indonesian standard flat-top barges of 
approximately 8,000 DWT by means of deck cranes that discharge 
the material into two stationary hoppers strategically located 
starboard side on the main deck, one at fore and one at aft.

The hoppers are equipped with anti-spillage plates to avoid 
waste of cargo into the sea and with electric vibrators, used for 
proper material flow and to avoid clogging of the hopper mouth. 
Longitudinal conveyors, one each hopper, running towards amidship, 
receive the material from the hoppers and distribute it onto a cross-
conveyor. Each longitudinal conveyor is equipped with a metal 
detector in order to detect metal scraps, which may damage the belts 
during the operations. The system is also equipped with an online 
sampling system, which automatically takes coal cargo samples while 
be transferred and pack them ready to be sent to the laboratory. 

The cross-conveyor is designed for 100 percent of the total 
capacity of the whole system, which runs amidship from starboard 
side to portside. Here, by means of another by-pass, the material 
flow is divided into two longitudinal belts running towards fore 
and aft respectively, along which coal can be delivered into six 
holds of a Panamax vessel without the need of shifting alongside.

The capacity of each ship-loader is about the 60 percent of the 
total capacity of the whole system. In addition, the discharge ends 
of the ship-loaders are equipped with a rotating chute to spout 
trim the cargo inside the OGV holds, without the need to use 
dozers inside them.

FTS Bulk Pioneer
Coeclerici Logistics has been operating in Indonesia since 2002 
with three transhipment facilities: two floating cranes working for 
Kideco Jaya Agung and the FTS Bulk Pioneer.

The FTS Bulk Pioneer, operating for Kaltim Prima Coal, has 
been successfully loading vessels up to cape-size destined for 
various parts of the world. The availability of an online sampling 
system, guarantees the quality of the coal delivered onboard the 
OGVs, giving buyers quality assurance. A state-of-the-art metal 
detection system ensures that no metals are carried onboard. The 
conveyor system also has an online weighing system, which helps 
in accurate loading as per the agreed loading plan.

Total volume transhipped by Bulk Pioneer since it began 
operation, in September 2005, is in excess of 22 million tons, 
greatly reducing bottlenecks and demurrage costs at Kaltim Prima 
Coal loading point.

Further achievements
Coeclerici Logistics has also strengthened its position in the 
Black Sea with the recent join venture with Transship Ltd for the 
employment of Bulk Kremi I. The FTS is operating in the Gulf of 
Kerch, handling mainly sulfur cargo, but also iron ore and coal, 
overcoming a logistics bottleneck in the area. In addition, Coeclerici 
Logistics has renewed the contract with Lucchini steel mill, Italy, for 
the employment of the Bulk Irony for a further five years.

The FTS Bulk Irony is a self-propelled dedicated facility utilized 
since 2003 by Lucchini SpA, operating in Piombino, Italy. Its 
mission is to overcome draught restriction by lightening part 
of raw materials shipments (of both coal and iron ore) offshore, 
thereby reducing the overall sea freight charge. 

The success story of the Floating Transfer Station, a system 
that Coeclerici Logistics has designed, developed and patented 
is unparalleled. The FTS, which have already been in operation 
worldwide for many years, effectively enhance trading activities around 
the world and are proof of Coeclerici’s ability to develop tailor-made 
solutions, meeting clients’ requirements worldwide by drawing on 
expertise and professionalism that are the results of more than one 
hundred years of the Group’s presence in the maritime industry.

Since 1895, Coeclerici has been sourcing, marketing and transporting raw 

materials (primarily coal) from mines to final end-users, serving the power and steel 

industries internationally. The Logistics division has promoted and patented the use 

of floating terminals and transfer stations throughout the world with far smaller 

investments, lower management and environmental impact for port terminals.
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The FTS Bulk Irony, currently operated by Lucchini Spa, at Piombino, Italy.

The Bulk Kremi I, handling sulfur cargo in the Gulf of Kerch.

The FTS Bulk Pioneer at work for Kaltim Prima Coal.


